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a b s t r a c t

Existing Global Data Computation (GDC) protocols for asynchronous systems are round-based algorithms
designed for fully connected networks. In this paper, we discuss GDC in asynchronous chordal rings, a non-
fully connected network. The virtual links approach to solve the consensus problem may be applied to
GDC for non-fully connected networks, but it incurs high message overhead. To reduce the overhead,
we propose a new non-round-based GDC protocol for asynchronous chordal rings with perfect failure
detectors. The main advantage of the protocol is that there is no notion of rounds. Every process creates
two messages initially, with one message traversing in a clockwise direction and visiting each and every
process in the chordal ring. The second message traverses in a counterclockwise direction. When there is
direct connection between two processes, a message is sent directly. Otherwise, the message is sent via
virtual links.When the twomessages return, the process decides according to the informationmaintained
by the two messages. The perfect failure detector of a process need only detect the crash of neighboring
processes, and the crash information is disseminated to all other processes. Analysis and comparisonwith
two virtual links approaches show that our protocol reduces message complexity significantly.

© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. GDC & related work

In distributed computation, a Global Data (GD) item is a vector
with one entry that is filled with an appropriate value proposed
by a corresponding process. The problem of computing global data
and providing each process with a copy defines the Global Data
Computing (GDC) problem [8,12]. This approach can be used in
Global Function Computation [11,13], which is a key component
for solvingmany distributed computing problems. Global Function
Computation consists of: (1) requiring processes to define a global
data item; (2) computing a deterministic function of this data item;
and (3) providing each process with the corresponding result. The
Atomic Commitment problem [3] is an example of Global Function
Computation.
The GDC problem may be more precisely defined as follows:

Assume a distributed systemwith n processes, where GD[0..n−1]
is a vector global data item with one entry per process, and vi
denotes the value provided by pi to fill the global data entry. The
GDC problem consists of building GD and providing a copy to each
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process. Let GDi denote the local variable of pi that contains the
local copy of GD, and ⊥ be a default value that is used instead of
the value vj when the corresponding process pj fails prematurely.
The problem is formally specified by a set of four properties as
follows [12]:

• Termination: Eventually, every correct process pi decides on a
local vector GDi.
• Validity: No spurious initial value exists. ∀i: if pi decides on GDi
then (∀j : GDi[j] ∈ {vj,⊥}).
• Agreement: No two processes decide on different Global Data.
∀i, j: if pi decides on GDi and pj decides on GDj, then (∀k :
GDi[k] = GDj[k]).
• Obligation: If a process decides, its initial value belongs to the
Global Data. ∀i: if pi decides on GDi, then (GDi[i] = vi).

According to the well-known FLP consensus1 impossibility
result [10], the GDC problem has no deterministic solution
in an asynchronous distributed system with crash failures. To
circumvent the impossibility problem, perfect failure detectors, as
defined by Chandra and Toueg [5], may be used in a GDC protocol

1 A consensus problem is for a group of processes to achieve agreement on a
proposed value in distributed systems with failures, and a GDC problem can be
regarded as a special consensus problem where processes are required to agree on
the global data.
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for crash failures to be tolerated in asynchronous distributed
systems [12]. Here, when a process crashes, it stops prematurely
and remains crashed forever. The GDC protocol proposed in [12]
terminates in min(2f + 2, t + 1) asynchronous computation
rounds, where at most t (t < n) processes can crash and f is
the number of processes that actually crash in an execution. The
GDC protocol is extended to improve the lower bound to min
(f + 2, t + 1, n) in [8]. However, both GDC protocols assume that
a reliable communication channel connects each pair of processes.
Essentially, an assumption ismade that the distributed systems are
fully connected.
As in [8,12], this paper discusses the GDC problem based on

perfect failure detectors. It is well known that perfect failure detec-
tors are neither implementable in truly asynchronous distributed
systems or in partially synchronous distributed systems [16].
However, perfect failure detectors can be implemented in some
asynchronous distributed systems with certain restrictions [4].
Examples include timed asynchronous distributed systems [7,9]
and asynchronous systems with link-related assumptions [20].
This paper discusses the GDC problem in asynchronous distributed
systems where perfect failure detectors can be implemented.

1.2. Motivation

In this paper, we show the first step in solving the GDC
problem in distributed systems with a non-fully connected
chordal rings topology. Chordal rings have been studied for
many years as the interconnection architecture for parallel and
distributed systems [1,2,14], and current work includes [15,21,22].
An attractive property of chordal rings is that they have
Hamiltonian cycles built in and they are readily visible. In other
networks, researchers have to go to great length to establish
Hamiltonicity. Other properties include symmetry, ease of routing,
and robustness. Although the latter advantages are not unique
to chordal rings, not many networks offer all these desirable
properties at the same time [21].
Chordal rings introduce link redundancy to improve reliability.

With alternate paths between processors, the network can
tolerate several processors and links failures. A chordal ring
Cn〈d1, d2, . . . , dk〉 of size n is a ring, Rn, consisting of n processors
{p0, p1, . . . , pn−1} and a chord structure 〈d1, d2, . . . , dk〉, in which
each processor is connected to other processors at distance
(calculated in a clockwise direction) d1, d2, . . . , dk, n−dk, . . . , n−
d2, n − d1, by additional incident chords [19]. Two processors
are neighbors if there is a chord or an edge connecting them.
Fig. 1 shows a chordal ring, C16〈4〉. Rings and complete graphs
are chordal rings, denoted as Cn〈〉 and Cn〈2, 3, . . . , bn/2c〉,
respectively.
Current GDC protocols designed for fully connected systems

can be used to address the GDC problem in non-fully connected
systems: The virtual links approach achieves reliable communica-
tion despite possible faults in any pair of processors without direct
connections. In discussing the protocol, a process refers to the GDC
protocol representing a physical processor unless otherwise stated.
The virtual links approach was initially proposed to solve the
consensus problem for non-fully connected networks [18,28],
where l-connected networks are considered. G(V , E) represents an
undirected graph G with a set of nodes, V , and a set of edges, E,
where an edge eij ∈ E is an unordered pair (vi vj), and vi, vj ∈ V .
A node cut of G(V , E) is a subset Vc ⊂ V , such that G − Vc has
more than one component. G is a l-connected graph if min |Vc | = l.
According to Menger’s theorem, G is l-connected iff there exist
l node-disjoint paths between any two nodes of G, and there is
no intermediate node on these l node-disjoint paths that appears
twice [27].
In the virtual links approach, a virtual link for each pair of

processors is established by constructing t+1 node-disjoint paths
between the two processors, where t is the maximum number of
crashes that can occur and t < l. When a message is sent via a
Fig. 1. C16〈4〉 Chordal ring.

virtual link, it is replicated (t + 1) times, and each copy is sent
via one node-disjoint path. As there are at most t crashes, the
message can definitely reach the destination processor. Since this
is a method for achieving reliable communication despite possible
faults in the relaying processors [18], the consensus problem in
the l-connected topology can be solved using existing consensus
protocols designed for fully connected systems. The method for
constructing node-disjoint paths to establish virtual links may be
found in [25].
A non-fully connected chordal ring Cn〈d1, d2, . . . , dk〉 with

2k different chords is a (2k + 2)-connected network because
Cn〈d1, d2, . . . , dk〉 remains a connected graph when any 2k + 1
nodes are deleted [27]. If virtual links for each pair of processors
in non-fully connected chordal rings can be established, the
GDC problem in chordal rings can be solved using round-based
GDC protocols [12,8], and the chordal ring Cn〈d1, d2, . . . , dk〉 can
tolerate up to 2k+ 1 crashes.
A shortcoming of the virtual links approach is high message

overhead cost. In each round, the number of messages increases
significantly because the method relies on the use of node-disjoint
paths. In this paper, we also discuss the other important issue of
how to implement failure detectors. There are two main methods:
using virtual links for each pair of processors to detect each other’s
crash by adopting the traditional implementation scheme [5],
or using gossip-style failure detection [23], where a process
detecting a neighbor’s crash multicasts the crash information to
all its neighbors. Clearly, the first method incurs more redundant
messages.

1.3. Contribution

To reduce message overhead, we propose a non-round-based
GDC protocol for asynchronous chordal rings. In this protocol,
every process initially creates two messages, with one message
traversing in a clockwise direction and visiting each and every
process in the chordal ring, and the second message traversing
in a counterclockwise direction.2 When there is direct connection
between two processes, a message is sent directly. Otherwise,
the message is sent via a virtual link. When the two messages
return, the process makes a decision based on the information
maintained by the twomessages. A perfect failure detectormodule

2 We initially intended to let each process create only one message and decide
on a proposed value (and multicast the decision) after the message returns in the
proposed protocol. However, we could not prove that the protocol achieves the
agreement property of the GDC problem in that case.
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in each process detects the crash of its neighboring processes, and
the crash information is disseminated to all the other processes.
We adopt gossip-style failure detection. The non-round-based
GDC protocol was first introduced in [26] for fully connected
asynchronous distributed systems with perfect failure detectors.
In contrast, we propose in this paper a non-round-based algorithm
for non-fully connected networks.
Analysis and comparison with virtual links approaches show

that our protocol reduces message complexity significantly. In
addition, we have investigated how chordal rings affect the
message efficiency of our proposed protocol. The result shows that
with our protocol, Cn〈2, . . . , k + 1〉 is the most message efficient
chordal ring.

1.4. Roadmap

This paper consists of six sections. Section 2 introduces the
system model. Section 3 describes our proposed non-round GDC
protocol for asynchronous chordal rings with perfect failure
detectors. In Section 4, we present the correctness proof of the
proposed protocol. Section 5 analyzes message complexity and
compares our approach with other virtual links approaches. The
section also discusses the impact of chordal rings on message
complexity. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Systemmodel

An asynchronous chordal ring Cn〈d1, d2, . . . , dk〉 consisting of n
processors,

∏
= {p0, . . . , pn−1}, tolerates at most 2k + 1 failures

where 0 ≤ k < (n − 1)/2. When k is 0, the chordal ring is
Cn〈〉. There is no shared memory in the system, and processes
exchange messages through ring edges and chords. Channels are
reliable, i.e., there are no spurious messages, no loss and no
corruption, but there is no need for messages to be sent and
received in FIFO order. Processes pi and pj are neighbors if they
are connected by a ring edge or a chord. We denote the set of
all neighbors of pi as

∏
i. In a truly asynchronous distributed

system, processor speed and communication delay are arbitrary.
We consider, in this paper, a more restricted asynchronous system
where perfect failure detectors defined by the following properties
can be implemented [5]:

• Completeness: Eventually, every crashed process is suspected by
every correct process.
• Accuracy: No process is suspected before it crashes.

The implementation of perfect failure detectors is discussed
in [9,20,24]. For example, in timed asynchronous distributed
systems [7], there exists no upper bound on the transmission delay
of messages or on execution time. Also, processors can become
transiently or permanently partitioned. Each processor has an
unsynchronized local hardware clock to measure time intervals
within a known maximum error. To implement perfect failure
detectors [9], the timed asynchronous distributed system model
introduces hardware watchdogs. This enables a non-responsive
processor to be reset as soon as the value of the hardware clock
reaches a certain value, and then ensures that a processor crashes
before it is suspected. An example is Sabel andMarzullo’s proposed
simulating fail-stop in asynchronous distributed systems [24]. The
accuracy property of failure detectors is relaxed using the happens-
before relation to simulate a perfect failure detector in a truly
asynchronous distributed system. If all processors participate in
the protocol proposed in [24] and there are no hidden channels, the
protocol ensures that a processor crashes before it is suspected.
In this paper, we adopt the crash failure model. When a process

crashes, it definitely stops its activity and does nothing else [17].
A process is correct if it does not crash till the end of execution.
In asynchronous chordal rings, each process pi is equipped with
a failure detector module. The module provides pi with a set of
variables called suspectedi that contains the identities of neighbors
that are assumed to have crashed. Process pi can only read this
set of variables, which is continuously updated by the module. If
pj ∈ suspectedi, we say that ‘‘pi suspects pj’’. Otherwise, pi regards
pj as an alive neighbor. Here,we note that before pi detects the crash
of pj, pi regards pj as alive.
Thus, our perfect failure detectors are defined by the following

properties:

• Completeness: Eventually, every crashed process is suspected by
its neighbors.
• Accuracy: No process is suspected by its neighbors before it
crashes.

3. Non-round-based protocol

3.1. Underlying principle

The underlying principle of our protocol is shown in Fig. 2. In the
protocol, every process maintains an integer identifier (ID), i.e., the
ID of pi is i. Without losing generality, we assume that all processes
are arranged in a ring with ascending IDs in a clockwise direction
(Fig. 1).
Initially, each process creates and sends twomessages to collect

votes fromother processes. Amessage sent in a clockwise direction
is called a RIGHT message and the second message sent in a
counterclockwise direction is called a LEFT message. Each process
pi maintains a local global data item called GD

p
i . A copy of this

local global data item carried by the message created by pi is
referred to as GDmi . GD

p
i is a vector of size n and contains the values

proposed by all processes. Both GDpi and GD
m
i are initialized to

{⊥, . . . , vi, . . . ,⊥}.
When a message created by process pj arrives at a process pi,

information is exchanged between GDpi and GD
m
j as follows:

For each l (0 ≤ l ≤ n− 1)
if GDmj [l] 6= ⊥ then

let GDpi [l] = GD
m
j [l]

endif
let GDmj = GD

p
i

After that, process pi forwards the message in the same direction.
Each process pi maintains two pointers to its closest alive
processes, called leftalivei and rightalivei. Process leftalivei stores
the ID of an alive process, in the counterclockwise direction, closest
to pi. pi sends or resends LEFTmessages to its leftalivei. Conversely,
for rightalivei in the clockwise direction, RIGHT messages are sent
to its rightalivei.
Both pointers may change when other processes crash. For

example, in Fig. 3, initially, the rightalive1 of p1 is set to p2 and
the leftalive3 of p3 is set to p2. After detecting the crash of p2, p1
sets rightalive1 to p3 and p3 sets leftalive3 to p1. After process pi
detects the change of leftalivei, it resends all previous messages to
new leftalivei, and vice-versa for rightalivei.
When a message returns to its creator, it must have traversed

all correct processes and traversal stops. When a process detects
that the two messages it created have returned, it decides on its
local GDp, sends its decision to all alive neighbors, and terminates
the protocol.
In our approach, a message traverses all non-crashed processes

one at a time in the chordal ring. When the next process to
be traversed has crashed, the message skips the crashed process
and traverses a process immediately next to the crashed process
according to the direction of the message. If there is a direct
connection between the current process and the destination
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Fig. 2. Proposed non-round-based protocol.
process, the message is forwarded directly. Otherwise, node-
disjoint paths are required to forward the message from the
current process to the destination process in the reverse direction,
i.e., a LEFT message is normally sent in a counterclockwise
direction, but in a clockwise direction for its node disjoint paths.
Fig. 3 shows a reverse traversal in C16〈4〉. When p1 detects that

p2 has crashed, it resends all RIGHT messages to p3, including
those sent from p1 to p2 previously. However, there is no
direct connection between p1 and p3. In this case, a RIGHT
message m is sent/forwarded/resent from p1 to p3 via (2k + 1)
node-disjoint paths. Fig. 3 shows three node-disjoint paths
(p1, p0, p15, p3), (p1, p13, p9, p8, p7, p3) and (p1, p5, p4, p3). When
the RIGHT message m is sent/forwarded/resent via these node-
disjoint paths, it is sent/forwarded/resent as a LEFT message. A
message m being sent/forwarded/resent to traverse p3 via node-
disjoint paths is called a reverse traversal, andmessagem is termed
a reverse message. Otherwise, it is called a regular message. The
process p1 is the source of the reversemessage and is referred to as
a reverse source. The crashing of p2 is called a reverse trigger. When
p3 receives the message m, it ends the reverse traversal and starts
forwarding the RIGHT message in a clockwise direction.

3.2. Data structures and definitions

Before introducing the protocol, we introduce the following
data structures:

• suspect i: a set containing the IDs of pi’s neighbors which
are suspected to have crashed by the perfect failure detector
module of pi.
• newsuspect i: a superset of suspect i consisting of the IDs of
crashed neighbors and additional crashed processes detected
by the gossip-style failure detection service.
• message(i,GDmi , direction, j, reverse, disjoint-path): a message
created by pi and forwarded from pj, where direction RIGHT
(constant variable as 1) denotes a RIGHT message and LEFT
(constant variable as 0) denotes a LEFTmessage. Sometimes, we
simply use message(i,GDmi , direction, , ,) or message(i,GD

m
i , , , ,)

regardless of the sender or the direction. For a regular message,
Fig. 3. Reverse message traversal.

the integer value of reverse is set to −1. Otherwise, reverse is
set to the ID of the reverse source. Disjoint-path is a queue
of processes, and if it is a regular message, it is set to null.
Otherwise, disjoint-path maintains the IDs of a node-disjoint
path from the reverse source to the destination node initially.
Upon themessage reverse traverses a process, an ID is dequeued
from disjoint-path.
• messagelist i: a list containing all messages sent or forwarded
by pi except reverse messages. It is used to recover messages
missed by a neighbor’s crash. A message m on leaving the
creator node is lost if it cannot be resent by any process on its
route back to the creator. To reduce memory cost, each item of
messagelist i only contains themessage creator ID and direction,
(k, direction).
• decide(i,GD): a message sent to its neighbors by pi as soon as it
decides, where GD is the decision.
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• crash(j): amessage sent to its neighbors by pi as soon as it knows
the crash of pj.

Definition 1 (Traversal). A message created by pk has traversed a
process pi if (k, direction) is stored in themessagelist i.

Definition 2 (Complete Votes). A non-crashed process pi collects
complete votes if all other non-crashed processes do not maintain
any different value, i.e., ∀j, if GDpi [j] 6= vj, there is no other non-
crashed process, such as pk, with GD

p
k[j] = vj.

Definition 3 (Meeting). When two messages created by a process
find each other in the messagelist of a process, we refer to the
meeting of these two messages as meet. Two messages can meet
at the process that created them or at another process.

3.3. Details of proposed protocol

Each process pi invokes the functionGDC(vi). It terminateswith
the invocation of the statement return() that provides Global Data.
The function as shown in Fig. 4 consists of three concurrent tasks:
T1 (lines 3–16), T2 (lines 18–21), T3 (lines 23–27).
• The main task, Task T1, initializes the algorithm, and handles
regular and reverse messages. When pi detects two returning
messages, it decides and sends the decision to all alive
neighbors (lines 12–16).
• Task T2 is associated with the processing of a decide(k,GD)
message. pi multicasts the message to all alive neighbors and
decides on GD (lines 20–21).
• Task T3 handles process crashes. There are two cases where
process pi detects the crash of pj. In the first case, the perfect
failure module in pi detects the crash of pj (in this case, pj
must be a neighbor of pi). In the second case, pi receives a
crash message from the gossip-style failure detection service
indicating that pj has crashed.
Before detailing the protocol, we introduce four rules to reduce

redundant messages without compromising correctness:
Rule 1. If process pi receives a message,message (k,GDmk , direction,
j, ,), and sender pj ∈ newsuspecti, it discards the message and does
nothing else.
Rule 2. If process pi receives a message message (k,GDmk , direction,
j, ,), and (k, direction) ∈ messagelist i, it discards the message and
does nothing else.
Rule 3. If process pi receives a message message (k,GDmk , direction,
j, g , dis-path), and the destination process (at the tail of dis-path) is
in newsuspect i, it discards the message and does nothing else.
Rule 4. If process pi receives a message message (k,GDmk , direction,
j, g , dis-path), and the reverse source pg ∈ newsuspect i, it discards
the message and does nothing else.
The main functions in the protocol – initialization, handling

regular and reverse messages, and handling new crashes – are
discussed in the following sub-sections.

3.3.1. Initialization
The Initialization function is illustrated in Fig. 4, lines 29–40.

Process pi initializes its data structures, including preparing node-
disjoint paths [25] (lines 31), and creates and sends out two
messages (lines 32–38). When sending out a message, pi calls
another function, Forward_Message(), as showed in Fig. 4, lines
41–59. In Forward_Message(), pi handles themessage according to
its direction. If there is a direct connection to the next process (such
as leftaliveiwhen themessage is a LEFTmessage), pi sends a regular
message, message (k,GDmk , direction, i, −1, null), to it directly (line
45 or line 53). Otherwise, pi sends a reverse message, message
(k,GDmk , direction, i, i, dis-path), to its alive neighbors (lines 47–50
or lines 55–58). For each alive neighbor, a different node-disjoint
path is attached to the message.
3.3.2. Handling regular messages
In the proposed protocol, we assume every process handles the

messages received in First-Come-First-Serve order. The processing
of regular messages is illustrated in Fig. 4, lines 60–72. First, we
apply rule 1 (lines 62–63) and rule 2 (lines 64–65) to discard
useless and redundant messages. Subsequently, pi exchanges
information with the received regular message (line 66). pi calls
Forward_Message() to forward the message in the same direction
of the message if pi is not the creator of the message (line
71). Before forwarding the message, pi saves the message in the
messagelist i for resending in the future (line 70). If pi detects that
there are processes missing from pj to pi, the missing processes
must have crashed and pi calls handle_crash() to handle each crash
(lines 67–68). For example, in Fig. 3, if p1 detects that p2, p3 and
p4 have crashed, it sends a RIGHT message to p5 directly. When
p5 receives the RIGHT message (k,GDmk , RIGHT, 1,−1, null), p5 can
conclude that p2, p3 and p4 have crashed and calls handle_crash()
to handle each crash.

3.3.3. Handling reverse messages
How reverse messages are handled is illustrated in Fig. 4, lines

73–91. First, we apply rules 1–4 to discard useless and redundant
messages (lines 76–79).
If pi is the destination process ph, we treat the reverse

message as a regular message (lines 81–86), but we regard all
processes skipped from pg according to the regular message
sending direction as crashed processes and call handle_crash() to
handle each crash (lines 82–83). For example, in Fig. 3, if p1 knows
that both p2 and p3 have crashed, it will send reverse messages to
p4 via node-disjoint paths. When p4 receives a reverse message
(k,GDmk , RIGHT, j, 1, (4)), p4 concludes that both p2 and p3 have
crashed.
Otherwise, pi forwards the reverse message (lines 88–90) along

the node-disjoint path. During this period, nomessage information
exchange occurs, and nothing is added tomessagelist i. For example,
in Fig. 3, where i = 13, p13 receives a RIGHT reverse message
m(k,GDmk , RIGHT, 1, 1, (13, 9, 8, 7, 3)). p13 then removes itself
from the queue and forwards the reverse message to p9. Finally,
when p3 receives the reverse message from p7, it completes the
reverse traversal.

3.3.4. Failure detection mechanism
In our proposed protocol, every process has a perfect failure

detector to detect the crash of its neighbors. When a process
detects a crash, it multicasts the crash information to all its other
neighbors. Fig. 5 shows crash information dissemination in C16〈4〉.
When p1 detects that p2 has crashed, p1 multicasts the crash
information to its neighbors, p0, p13 and p5. p0 multicasts the
crash information of p2 to its neighbors, p15, p12 and p4. Likewise,
processes p13 and p5 multicast the crash information to their
neighbors.
Our crash failures handling function is illustrated in Fig. 4,

lines 92–106. When pi detects a new crash or receives a crash (k)
message, it invokes function handle_crash(). If pi has already known
the crash of pk, it does nothing (lines 94–95). Otherwise, pi adds pk
to newsuspect i and multicasts the message to all alive neighbors
(lines 96–97). If the crashed process causes the change of rightalivei
or leftalivei, pi resends all corresponding regular messages sent
previously (lines 98–105).

4. Correctness proof

This section presents the correctness proof to show that our
protocol achieves the four desired properties of the GDC problem.
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Fig. 4. Proposed non-round-based GDC protocol.
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Fig. 4. (continued)
4.1. Validity property

Theorem 1. No spurious initial value. ∀i: if pi decides on GDi then
(∀j : GDi[j] ∈ {vj,⊥}).

Proof. It is obvious that the proposed protocol achieves the
validity property. There are two cases for a process to decide. First,
a process pi determines that its own two messages have returned
(Fig. 4, lines 12–13), and then pi decides GDi (Fig. 4, lines 15–16). In
this case, for eachGDpi [j], it is either vj or⊥, and this followsdirectly
from the initialization, the exchanging method and the channel
reliability (no message alteration, no spurious message). Second,
the decision, GD, is derived from a receivedmessage, decide (k,GD)
(Fig. 4, lines 19–21). However, initially decide (k,GD) is created and
sent by process pk as in the first case where GD is GDk, and for
each GDpk[j], it is either vj or ⊥. Thus, the validity property is also
achieved in the second case. �
4.2. Termination property

The termination property is guaranteed by Theorem 2. First, we
introduce two lemmas.

Lemma 1. No message is lost if the message creator does not crash.

Proof. Amessage is lost if it cannot be resent by any process before
it returns to its creator. Assume the contrary that a message m is
lost and its creator pi does not crash. Without losing generality, we
assume message m is a LEFT message. According to the proposed
protocol, there are two cases for a process to send/forward/resend
a message. The first case is when pi creates m and sends m to
leftalivei (Fig. 4, lines 32–37), or a process pj receives m and
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Fig. 5. Crash information dissemination.

forwardsm to leftalivej (Fig. 4, lines 8–9). The second case iswhen a
process pj, which has sent/forwarded/resentm, detects the change
of leftalivej, and then resends m to the new leftalivej (Fig. 4, lines
103–105).
Asm is lost andmdoes not return to pi, we consider the last non-

crashed process pk closest to pi in the clockwise direction, which
has sent/forwarded/resent m previously. pk must exist, the worst
case being pi. Here, alive processes can be divided into two sets. Set
A includes all alive processes that have ever sent/forwarded/resent
m, and set B includes all alive processes that have not received
m including pi. By the contrary hypothesis, no alive process can
resend m – this means every alive process in set B never receives
m and every alive process in set A never detects a change of its
leftalive. As the change of leftalive is caused by the crashes of some
processes (lines 97–99), leftalivek must be alive and be in set B.
However, according to the system model, alive process leftalivek
will receive the message eventually (lines 7–9), whether there is
a direct connection between pk and leftalivek (lines 52–53) or not
(lines 55–58)—a contradiction. �

Lemma 2. There exists at least one process which eventually receives
its own two messages, and both messages have traversed all non-
crashed processes.

Proof. Assume the contrary that no process eventually receives
its own two messages. As at most 2k + 1(0 ≤ k < (n − 1)/2)
processes can crash in the protocol, there exists at least one correct
process, assuming pi is correct. First, we consider the LEFTmessage
of pi, m. After m is created, it starts to traverse other processes
in the chordal ring. By Lemma 1, m will not be lost and will
return to pi eventually, and similarly for the RIGHT message of
pi—a contradiction. Thus, there exists at least one process which
eventually receives its own two messages.
Now, assume the contrary that there exists a non-crashed

process pj thatmessagem does not visitwhen it returns to pi. Based
on our perfect failure detectors discussed in Section 2, a process
can detect the crash of its neighbors. After a crash is detected,
the crash information is disseminated to all other processes (lines
96–97, and lines 25–26). To improve the speed of crash information
dissemination, when a process receives a regular message and
finds the message has skipped some processes, the process can
conclude that all processes skipped have already crashed (lines
67–68 and lines 82–83). No process that is alive can be skipped in
this case because the message receiver is the leftalive or rightalive
of the message sender (lines 98–99). However, by the contrary
hypothesis, the non-crashed process pjmust have been skipped—a
contradiction.
The same applies to the RIGHT message. Thus both messages

returned to the creator have traversed all other non-crashed
processes. �

Theorem 2. Every correct process decides eventually.
Proof. By Lemma 2, we can assume pi receives its own two
messages and sends decide (i,GD)messages to all alive neighbors.
There are two cases:
Case 1. pi is a correct process. According to the protocol, every

other correct process can eventually make a decision
by receiving either its own two messages (lines 12–16)
or decide (i,GD) messages from other processes (lines
19–21).

Case 2. pi is not a correct process, and it crashes after sending
some decidemessages. There are three sub-cases:

Case 2a. Some correct process receives the decide message. Thus,
every other correct process can eventually make a
decision as in case 1.

Case 2b. Some non-crashed process receives the decide message,
and then it takes the same steps as pi does in Case 2.

Case 2c. No process receives the decide message. By Lemma 2,
another alive process receives its own two messages and
takes the same steps as pi.

As there is at least one correct process, case 2b and case 2c will
finally result in case 2a or case 1. Thus, all correct processes can
decide eventually. �

4.3. Agreement property

Theorem 3 shows that the proposed protocol ensures the
agreement property. The underlying idea is that when the two
messages created by a process return, all non-crashed processes
maintain the same GDp. Thus, the agreement property is ensured.
The proof proceeds as follows: Lemma 3 proves that when the
two messages created by a process pi meet at another process pk,
process pk gets complete votes. Next, Lemma 4 proves that when
the two messages created by a process return to their creator,
referred to as home in the rest of this paper, the GDp of all non-
crashed processes are equal.

Lemma 3. When the two messages created by a process pi meet at
another process pk, process pk gets complete votes.
Proof. LetmLi denote the left message created by pi, andm

R
i denote

the right message created by pi. Fig. 6 shows the two routes when
mLi and m

R
i meet at pk: m

L
i traverses processes from pi to pk in

the counterclockwise direction, RouteLi = (pi, . . . , pk) where each
process in RouteLi has been traversed bym

L
i ;m

R
i traverses processes

from pi to pk in the clockwise direction, RouteRi = (pi, . . . , pk)
where each process in RouteRi has been traversed bym

R
i .

Assume the contrary that there exist processes (crashed or
non-crashed) in RouteLi or Route

R
i that contain a different value vh

when mLi and m
R
i meet at pk but GD

p
k[h] 6= vh. By the contrary

hypothesis, these processes do not contain vh when mLi or m
R
i

traverses them, and ph must have crashed before mLi or m
R
i tries

to traverse ph, which implies that ph is not in RouteLi or Route
R
i ;

otherwise GDpk[h] = vh—a contradiction.
Consider the set of processes, Φ = {p ∈ RouteRi ∪

RouteLi |GD
p
[h] = vh}, whenmLi andm

R
i meet at pk. There must be a

process in Φ , called original process, which causes other processes
in Φ to receive a message containing vh. There may exist several
original processes inΦ . However, for each original process pj, there
must exist a message m (regular or reverse) containing vh which
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Fig. 6. Message routing ofmLi andm
R
i .

Fig. 7. Case 1: Pl is within the range of pg to pj in the clockwise direction.

traverses from pl to pj after mRi or m
L
i has traversed pj, where pj

must be leftalivel or rightalivel. There are twoways for themessage
to traverse to pj: in the regular way and in the reverse way. As pj
is an original process containing vh inΦ , ifm traverses to pj in the
regular way, both mLi and m

R
i must not traverse pl — the message

sender; ifm traverses to pj in the reverseway, bothmLi andm
R
i must

not traverse pl—the reverse source ofm.Without losing generality,
we assume pj ∈ RouteRi . There are five cases based on the position
between pl and pj.
Case 1. As shown in Fig. 7, pl is within the range of pg to pj in the

clockwise direction where pg is the process closest to pj
in RouteRi within the range of pi to pj. This means m

R
i has

traversed from pg to pj and skipped pl (Fig. 4, lines 67–68 or
lines 82–83). Then, after mRi has traversed pj, pj has added
pl to newsuspect j (Fig. 4, line 96). By Rule 1, pj discards the
message m sent from pl if m is a regular message (Fig. 4,
lines 62–63), or by Rule 4, pj discards the messagem ifm is
a reverse message and the reverse source is pl (Fig. 4, lines
76–77). pj cannot obtain vh in this case—a contradiction.

Case 2. As shown in Fig. 8, pl is within the range of pi to pg in the
clockwise direction, where pg is the process closest to pj in
RouteRi within the range of pi to pj. Asm

R
i does not traverse

pl when it arrives pg , pl must have crashed. Here, before pl
crashes, rightalivel cannot be set to pj (Fig. 4, line 98). Thus,
pj cannot receive any regular or reverse message from pl.
pj cannot obtain vh in this case—a contradiction.

Case 3. As shown in Fig. 9, pl is within the range of pj to pg in the
clockwise direction where pg is the process closest to pj
in RouteRi within the range of pj to pk. This means m

R
i has

traversed from pj to pg and skipped pl. Here, rightalivej is pg .
According to the calculation of rightalive (Fig. 4, line 98), pl
must have been in newsuspect j. By Rule 1, pj discards the
message m sent from pl if m is a regular message (Fig. 4,
lines 62–63), or by Rule 4, pj discards the message m if m
is a reverse message and the reverse source is pl. pj cannot
obtain vh in this case—a contradiction.
Fig. 8. Case 2: Pl is within the range of pi to pg in the clockwise direction.

Fig. 9. Case 3: Pl is within the range of pj to pg in the clockwise direction.

Fig. 10. Case 4: Pl is within the range of pj to pk in the clockwise direction.

Case 4. As shown in Fig. 10, pl is within the range of pg to pk in
the clockwise direction where pg is the process closest to
pj in RouteRi within the range of pj to pk. It is clear that m

R
i

has skipped pl when mRi traverses from pg to pk. If there
is a message m maintaining vh traversing from pl to pj,
the message must be a LEFT message. However, leftalivel
cannot be set to pj (Fig. 4, line 99). Thus, pj cannot receive
any regular message from pl or any reverse message with
the reverse source as pl. pj cannot obtain vh in this case—a
contradiction.

Case 5. As shown in Fig. 11, pl is within the range of pi to pk in the
counterclockwise direction. The message traversing from
pl cannot be a LEFT message, because the LEFT message
must first traverse pk. So, the message must be a RIGHT
message, and rightalivel must be set to pj. All processes
within the range of pl to pj in the clockwise direction,
excluding pl and pj, must have crashed (Fig. 4, line 98),
i.e., pi crashed before pl sent the message to pj. Thus,
mLi must have traversed pl; otherwise, m

L
i will be lost—a

contradiction.

Thus, by definition of complete votes, pk gets the complete votes
when the two messages created by pi meet at it. �

Lemma 4. If the two messages created by a process return home, the
GDp of all non-crashed processes are equal.

Proof. Assume the contrary that when the two messages mes-
sage(i, RIGHT) and message(i, LEFT) return, there exists a non-
crashed process pk, where GD

p
i [j] 6= GD

p
k[j]. There are two cases:

The first case is GDpi [j] = vj but GD
p
k[j] 6= vj. By Lemma 2,

both messages of pi must have traversed pk. This indicates the
two messages have met at pk. When the two messages meet at
pk,GD

p
k[j] 6= vj must be true at that time. By Lemma 3, no other

process can achieve GDp[j] = vj after that time—a contradiction.
Another case is when GDpi [j] 6= vj but GD

p
k[j] = vj. By Lemma 2,

the two messages must have met at pk. When the two messages
meet at pk, if GD

p
k[j] 6= vj is true at that time, by Lemma 3, no

process can achieve GDp[j] = vj after that time—a contradiction.
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Fig. 11. Case 5: Pl is within the range of pk to pi in the clockwise direction.

Otherwise, GDpk[j] = vj is true at that time, which contradicts
GDpi [j] 6= vj when the two messages return.
Thus GDp of all non-crashed processes are equal when the two

messages created by pi return home. �

Theorem 3. No two processes decide differently.

Proof. There are two cases for a process to decide. In the first
case, its own two messages return and the process decides and
multicasts the decision to its neighbors. In the second case,
the process receives a decide (k,GD) and then makes the same
decision, but decide (k,GD) has been initially created by process pk.
Assume pi is the first process whose two messages have re-

turned, makes a decision, and then multicasts the decision to its
neighbors. By Lemma 4, every non-crashed process contains the
same votes in its GDp when pi makes its decision. In both of the
above cases, when another process makes a decision, it must make
the same decision as pi. Thus, no two processes decide differently.

�

4.4. Obligation property

Theorem 4. If a process decides, its initial value belongs to the Global
Data. ∀i : if pi decides GDi then GDi[i] = vi.

Proof. When pi decides after its two messages return, both
messages maintain vi, then the obligation property is satisfied
by the initialization algorithm. Another case is pi decides after it
receives a decide (k,GD) message; the decide message must have
been sent from pk initially. When pk makes the decision, its two
messages must have returned and traversed pi. According to the
protocol, vi must be in GD. So in this case, the obligation property
is also ensured. �

5. Analysis

This section focuses on themessage complexity of our proposed
protocol, and compares our approach with two round-based
virtual links approaches. We also consider time complexity at the
end of this section.

5.1. Message complexity

5.1.1. Without failures
For a system with n processes, and where initially each process

creates and sends two messages, the total number of messages
is 2n. When these two messages return home, each message
has traversed a total of n hops. Without considering the reliable
multicast of decidemessages, the total number of message hops in
the system is 2n2. Reliablemulticast refers to a processmulticasting
a decidemessage to all neighbors, and each neighbor forwards the
received decidemessage to all its neighbors and so on. Considering
reliable multicast, the number of resent decide messages is less
than (2k + 2)n because each process has (2k + 2) neighbors and
only multicasts once then decides and stops.

The message complexity of reliable multicast is:
(2k+ 2)n. (1)
Thus, message complexity without failures is:

2n2 + (2k+ 2)n = 2(n+ k+ 1)n. (2)

5.1.2. With failures but without reverse traversal
We consider a message m traversing from process pi to pj

via ph. First, we consider a situation without reverse traversal of
messages, i.e., pi has direct connection to pj. There are four cases as
shown in Fig. 12.

1. In the first case of no failures as shown in Fig. 12(a), ph does not
crash, messagem is sent from pi to ph and forwarded from ph to
pj. Two message hops are required.

2. In Fig. 12(b), whenm arrives at pi, pi suspects ph. pi forwardsm
to pj directly. One message hop is saved compared to the first
case.

3. In Fig. 12(c), when m arrives at pi, pi forwards m to ph, but ph
crashes and does not forwardm to pj. pi suspects ph and resends
m to pj. The number of message hops is the same as in the first
case.

4. In Fig. 12(d), when m arrives at pi, pi forwards m to ph, and
ph forwards m to pj before ph crashes. When pi suspects ph
has crashed, it resends m to pj. One more message hop is
needed compared to the first case. According to the protocol,
one message is discarded by pj.

Thus, when f processes actually crash, the message complexity
without considering reliable multicast is bounded by [2n2 −
2nf , 2n2 + 2nf ].
Message complexity plus reliable multicast in this case is:

2n2 + 2fn+ (2k+ 2)n = 2(n+ f + k+ 1)n. (3)

5.1.3. With failures and reverse traversals
We consider the case when a reverse traversal of messages

is required, i.e., pi does not have direct connection to pj. It is
a challenge to determine the topological parameters of chordal
rings, such as diameter, bisection width, etc. Even for chordal
rings with a single skip link (degree 4), known as double-loop
networks, the problem is non-trivial in general, and it is not yet
completely solved [6]. However, given a dedicated chordal ring, we
can obtain the required topological parameters. The main issue is
not in constructing node-disjoint paths for any dedicated chordal
ring, but to obtain the message complexity of node-disjoint paths
for regular chordal rings.

Theorem 5. For each pair of processes without direct connection in
chordal rings, the total length upper bound of all node-disjoint paths
is n+ 2k, and the lower bound is 2(2k+ 2).

Proof. The lower bound is obviously true. There are (2k+2) node-
disjoint paths between the two processes, and the length of each
node-disjoint path is at least 2 because the two processes have no
direct connection.
For the upper bound, we consider constructing (2k + 2) node-

disjoint paths between the process pair, pi and pj. Assume all other
processes appear in node-disjoint paths. It takes n − 2 edges to
connect all those processes from pi, and 2k+ 2 edges to connect to
the last process pj. Thus, the upper bound is n+ 2k. �
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a. No failures. b. pi suspects ph crashed. c. pi sentm to ph but ph crashed, then pi
suspects ph and resendsm to pj .

d. pi sentm to ph and ph sentm to pj before ph
crashed, then pi suspects ph and resendsm to pj .

Fig. 12. Message routes.
For each pair of processes, the total path length is determined
by summing all node-disjoint paths. Let ∆ denote the maximum
total path length among all pairs of processes. By Theorem 5:

2(2k+ 2) ≤ ∆ ≤ n+ 2k. (4)

As there are f actual crashes, and we assume in the worst case
each crash causes a reverse traversal of every regular message,
there will be at most 2nf reverse traversals and each reverse
traversal incurs at most ∆message relays. Thus, the total number
of messages without considering reverse traversals is bounded by:

[2n2 − 2nf , 2n2 + 2nf ] + 2nf∆. (5)

Message complexity plus reliable multicast in this case is:

2n2 + 2fn+ 2nf∆+ (2k+ 2)n = 2(n+ (∆+ 1)f + k+ 1)n. (6)

The above does not include the messages lost due to process
crashes. For example, pi sends m created by itself to pj, and then
both processes crash beforem can be forwarded by pj. In this case,
m is lost.

5.2. Message complexity comparison

We compare our proposed non-round-based protocol with two
round-based virtual links protocols in [8,12]. In the analysis, we do
not consider the message overhead introduced by perfect failure
detectors.
The protocol in [12] is round-based and needs at most 2f + 2

rounds. The lower bound is reduced to f + 2 rounds in [8]. In
every round of both protocols, every process sends a message to
another alive process. Thus, in each round, the total number of
messages is n(n − 1). As each pair of processes requires (2k + 2)
node-disjoint paths to construct a virtual link and incurs at most
∆ overhead messages, the total number of overhead messages is
bounded by n(n − 1)∆ per round. Without failures, both virtual
links methods can end within two rounds, requiring 2n(n − 1)∆
relay messages. With failures, in the worst case, (2f +2)n(n−1)∆
relay messages are needed in the virtual links method in [12]
and (f + 2)n(n − 1)∆ relay messages are needed in the virtual
links method in [8]. Table 1 summarizes the overhead message
complexities. As shown, our non-round-based protocol reduces
message overhead significantly, and themessage complexity in our
protocol does not grow linearly with the increase in the number of
actual crashes.

5.3. Impact of chordal rings on message complexity

This section discusses the impact of chords on message
complexity in our proposed protocol. Message complexity in our
proposed protocol depends on f and∆. However, in our proposed
protocol, only reverse traversals incur message overhead.
According to the protocol, for each process pi, initially, leftalivei
equals p(i−1)mod n, and rightalivei equals p(i+1)mod n.When p(i+1)mod n
or p(i−1)mod n crashes, leftalivei changes to p(i−2)mod n or rightalivei
changes to p(i+2)mod n respectively. If pi has no direct connection
to the new leftalivei or rightalivei, reverse traversal occurs. Thus,
chordal rings that have consecutive nearby neighbors serve to
reduce message complexity further.
We first consider a chordal ring C whose chord d1 equals 2.

As the chordal rings considered in this paper are symmetric, each
process pi in C has at least four neighbors, p(i+1)mod n, p(i+2)mod n,
p(i−1)mod n and p(i−2)mod n. When p(i+1)mod n or p(i−1)mod n crashes,
leftalivei changes to p(i−2)mod n or rightalivei changes to p(i+2)mod n
respectively. pi has direct connection to the new leftalivei or
rightalivei, so reverse traversal does not occur in this case. Thus,
if no consecutive processes crash, no reverse traversal occurs.
Now, we consider (2k + 2) connected chordal rings Cαn 〈2,

. . . , dl, . . . , dα, . . . , dk〉 where 2 ≤ α ≤ k, and dl = l + 1 when
1 ≤ l ≤ α − 1 but dα > α + 1.
For C2n , any two consecutive processes crashing causes reverse

traversal. In the worst case, there are f failures, and every message
reverse traverses every two consecutive crashes. Thus, themessage
complexity of reverse traversals is 2n(f /2)∆.
For C3n , any three consecutive processes crashing causes a

reverse traversal. In the worst case, there are f failures, and every
message reverse traverses every three consecutive crashes. Thus,
the message complexity of reverse traversals is 2n(f /3)∆.
Our result shows that the proposed GDC protocol is most

message efficient forC (k+1)n , a (2k+2)-chordal ringCn〈2, . . . , k+1〉.
For C (k+1)n , any (k + 1) consecutive processes crashing causes a
reverse traversal. As the chordal ring tolerates at most (2k + 1)
crashes, there is at most one reverse trigger in C (k+1)n . Thus, in
the worst case, the message complexity of reverse traversals is
2n(f /(k+ 1))∆. As f < 2k+ 2, (2f /(k+ 1))n∆ < 4n∆.

5.4. Time complexity

The proposed GDC protocol is designed for chordal rings for
non-fully connected networks. In time comparison, it appears that
our proposed protocol is worse than the currentGDC protocol [12].
For fuller comparison, we apply the protocol in [12] to chordal
rings using virtual links. First, we consider the case where no crash
occurs. Without failures, in our protocol, each message is relayed
n times. In [12], two communication steps are incurred per round
where in each communication step the longest node-disjoint path
without failure is n/(2k+2), and it needs two rounds to terminate.
Thus, the time complexity of our protocol is n compared with
2n/(k+1) in [12]. If k becomes smaller and f becomes biggerwhere
f < 2k+ 2, our protocol is more acceptable in time efficiency.
Second, considering failures, our proposed protocol requires

at most (f + 1) reverse traversals and the time complexity is
n+(f +1)n/(2k+2). However, the protocol in [12] needs (2f +2)
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Table 1
Message complexity comparison.

Protocols Without failure With failure

Round-based
—Virtual links method [12] 2n(n− 1)∆ (2f + 2)× n(n− 1)∆
—Virtual links method [8] 2n(n− 1)∆ (f + 2)× n(n− 1)∆

Non round-based 2(n+ k+ 1)n Without reverse With reverse
2(n+ f + k+ 1)n 2(n+ (∆+ 1)f + k+ 1)n
roundswith a time complexity of (2f+2)n/(2k+2). Thus, the time
complexity of our protocol is n compared with (f + 1)n/(2k + 2)
in [12]. When f is bigger, our protocol is more acceptable in time
efficiency.
However, the protocol in [12] has to use all node-disjoint paths.

This need not be the case in our proposed protocol, and some slow
and congested connections can be avoided in the execution of our
proposed protocol.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have discussed the GDC problem for asyn-
chronous chordal rings. First, we have shown thatwith virtual links
among each pair of processes, the GDC problem in asynchronous
chordal rings can be solved by traditional GDC protocols designed
for fully connected networks. However, this approach incurs
high message overhead. Second, we have addressed the message
overhead issue by introducing a newmessage efficient non-round-
based protocol. This protocol addresses the GDC problem and tol-
erates up to 2k+1 crash failures in chordal rings,Cn〈d1, d2, . . . , dk〉,
with perfect failure detectors. Analysis and comparison show that
our protocol reduces message complexity significantly.
In our future work, we shall extend the non-round-based

protocol to tolerate other failuremodels such as the crash-recovery
model, omission failuremodel ormalicious failuremodel.We shall
adapt the proposed protocol with weaker failure detectors, and
the design of non-round-based GDC protocols for other topologies
such as hypercube and multi-mesh.
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